2021-10-17 PNW Regional Mumble
These recordings were taken by an anonymous source inside of Patriot Front during August to
December 2021. Unicorn Riot has produced transcript PDFs, MP3s and videos from this set of
recordings. The transcripts and the Mp3s use the same set of timecodes. The main report on our
website uses separate timecodes that match our videos, which are lightly edited to remove silence, with
an additional introduction and credits.
The .mp3 files (as opposed to slightly shortened videos) represent the uncut documentation of these
Patriot Front voice meetings. These uncut audio files have been altered as little as possible in the
interests of source protection.
Accuracy of transcripts and speaker identities
Unicorn Riot has done our best to compile transcripts with the most accurate time stamps and speaker
identifications possible. Due to the combination of machine transcription and extensive human labor,
there may be occasional errors in speaker IDs indicated in transcripts. but we are confident that the
vast majority of the speaker IDs and content are correct. Some transcript timestamps are incorrect due
to unavoidable issues with using machine transcription at scale, however, the majority are accurate.
Please note that these recordings may include Patriot Front members whose voices were not identified
by us. When we were unsure about a speaker's identity we have left that line in the transcript without
an assigned name, which machine transcription services usually tag as 'Unknown'. Many Patriot Front
members have been identified by researchers, activists and journalists by linking multiple pieces of
evidence to online personas.
SPEAKERS
Ethan WA (Justin O'Leary), Alexander OR (Richard Flannery), Jack WA (Matthew Clement), David WA,
Clarke WA (Jacob Sundt)
Clarke WA (Jacob Sundt) 00:00
...are in my car, which got a flat, so I drove my old man's car to work, so, I don't have them, so I don't
have any headphones, so let's, and I'm at work, so let's try to keep it PG and no Minecraft posting
please. If you guys wouldn't minds @ing people on Telegram or uh, RocketChat or wherever you have
them, just tell everyone to get in here.
00:48
Are we expecting John or is John out this week?
Clarke WA (Jacob Sundt) 00:53
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I don't believe John is going to be attending this meeting. Okay, there we go, here's everyone. Let's go
ahead and jump into meeting room four now that we got a decent amount of people here. Who are we
missing aside from John? Just Alex and Johnny? Oh no Alex is here.
Alexander OR (Richard Flannery) 02:42
Johnny's not here. Johnny and John.
02:46
Looks like Tyler's probably still having issues with getting on Mumble.
Jack WA (Matthew Clement) 02:50
Pretty sure Johnny isn't in our network either. I guess, hang on, we got the Oregon guys now.
02:56
This is a PNW meeting.
02:58
Yeah.
Clarke WA (Jacob Sundt) 03:08
This is just supposed to be for the people that were, uh, attending this weekend's events. I'll go ahead
and give, um, a couple more minutes to show up. Uh, I am on my 30 minute lunch right now. So I
apologize for the background noise. If they don't show up, I'll just start without 'em, because I got 25
minutes. I'm just gonna go step outside, it's way too loud in here. Okay, I found a quiet corner. So I'll
just go ahead and start the meeting now, uh, hopefully everyone else gets in here soon. So, first things
first, our action recap for the weekend, we had that, uh, we did our stencil work on Saturday, which was
excellent. And then everyone showed up, or just about everyone showed up for the drilling on, uh,
Saturday. So that's excellent. The drilling went well. The mural work went even better, that went off
without a hitch. John and myself are both very impressed. When we were working on planning all that
out, we were, you know, nervous that being where it was, there was a potential for opposition to show
up, there's a potential for law enforcement to show up, and they didn't. So that's awesome. You guys,
we all did amazing. Any, one thing that we're going to do moving forwards is, the stickers that we put up
around McDonald's when we were leaving, I know John said it was a good idea to do that. But later on,
after after we all went home, I was texting him, we decided that was a bad idea. Before before the
drilling the next day, I went and tore them all down, just because after such a major action, throwing up
a whole bunch of promat right where we were keeping all our cars is probably a bad idea. Aside from
that, does anyone have any comments, questions, concerns about the action this weekend?
06:55
Cool, thank you. Yeah, I was gonna say this might be difficult if, if we both don't have headphones,
which I also don't.
07:01
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My, I have a couple of thoughts after, after the events, one being that, and I expressed this at drilling
too, that if we had bigger stencils, or maybe we use the bigger, bigger stencils more, we could have
filled up more of the space.
07:17
In reviewing the after photo, it seemed like we, we had two spots where we had these medium size
stencils really, I mean, compared to the original letters of the mural, it looked like there's a lot of space
that was unused in the middle that we didn't really fill up that much with the, with the 3D stencils.
07:39
My thought was that even if we had like repeated Reclaim America, you know, four times, that would
have given, that would have given, I think, more of an impact, like, it would have looked like, looked like
we filled it up, even though it would have been the same message over time.
07:54
But it's kind of like how we repeat our 3D printed stencils as well. That was one thought that I had. The
other thought that I had was that it took a little bit longer to do it, which was fine.
08:05
But nobody had asked me what, how long did it take him and it taken around seven minutes overall.
And I just wanted to report that that's not any criticism or anything, I think, I think, I think it makes sense
that it took a little longer given, given, you know, when we were drilling in the brewery, we didn't have
the actual, the actual spray paint.
08:23
So I think that time would have been inaccurate anyways, those are the two thoughts that come to my
mind.
Alexander OR (Richard Flannery) 08:29
Yeah, the only thing that I think of is, um we might have been a little bit better of a job with, uh, whiting it
out, I noticed there was still some of the the, uh, rainbow, uh, having looked at the photos that were
posted.
Clarke WA (Jacob Sundt) 08:46
So, the important thing with the whiteout isn't, we're just trying to give ourselves a better base and
lighten up the background, so when we put the red and blue over it, it shows up real clear. It's not
about totally whiting it out so you can't tell at all it was back there, although that's definitely nice when it
works, or works out like that. But the primary concern is just giving ourselves a nice light colored
background to apply our dark red and dark blue over. And in regards to the time, yeah, I think we use,
like, seven minutes was a bit slower than what we drilled. But like you said, I mean, when you actually
have spray paint, and I mean anyone who's played, you know, sports or did theater or band or anything
like that knows that rehearsals typically always go smoother than the actual real deal, just nerves, but,
you know, all in all, you know, we completed our, we completed all our objectives, we all made it out of
there safely and we all made it home safely. And that's the, that's the important thing.
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09:57
Yeah, I kind of felt like we, we had made even more time, which I guess it's always safer to not take
that risk. But if we wanted to fill it in with, with more more letters we could have if we, if we wanted to.
Clarke WA (Jacob Sundt) 10:15
Yeah, absolutely. Hang on one second guys. Go ahead.
Ethan WA (Justin O'Leary) 11:00
Yeah, I guess my microphone wasn't working, I was trying to say, to the point of waiting it out. On the
URL side, it was way too thick. It kept running, like when I was trying to fill in the stencil that white kept
trying to bleed through, because it was just so ridiculously thick.
Clarke WA (Jacob Sundt) 11:20
Yeah, that's a big thing. That's why, when we apply the white out, I suppose, just, you know, because
we practiced without actually using any paint. We didn't realize, you know, maybe this wasn't,
explained quite as well as it should have been. But I mean, the whiteout is just supposed to lighten up
the backgrounds. If people start really trying to completely obscure the original image, it's prone to not
drying. I mean, you know, just the heavier coat, it's not gonna dry as fast. It's gonna run more. It's
gonna blur. So yeah, no, absolutely. That's definitely something just to remember the next time you
guys are out doing anything like this, is just a nice light coat just once over, you shouldn't have to go
over an area you already did.
Ethan WA (Justin O'Leary) 12:09
Yeah, I mean, John said it a couple of different times. So it was definitely mentioned. And then, one
more thing I got is I thought the parking spot was a bit close to the action spot. I think we could have
[inaudible] or Tumwater or something.
Clarke WA (Jacob Sundt) 12:36
Uh I, I agree with that, um, I wanted to go a bit further out of Olympia, um, down East Bay, because it's
a lot quieter out there, um. John thought the McDonald's spot was a good spot, though. And it was his
call. So, um, yeah, he's Network Director, he gets to ultimately make the shots. Another, let's see,
moving on to point two, fitness. So, gym memberships, everyone needs one. Anyone who's close to
anyone else and your schedules line up real well, you should probably get together with them as often
as you can, maybe once or twice a week. That's gonna be something that we're really gonna start
pushing here in the coming weeks and months, is just physical fitness and fitness standards and
making sure everyone's in good shape and fit, you know, in, when, when we're out there doing our
demos and marches and whatnot, you know, you want to be able to rely on the guy to your left and
right and fitness, physical fitness is a big part of that. So John wanted everyone to DM me where
you're at with your current push ups, sit ups, pull ups and plank times. If you don't have the, what do
you call it, the minimum standards. If you don't have that written down, uh, just DM me, I can DM you
the minimum standards or I'll just post them in the PNW Planning, um, and you guys can go ahead and
knock that [inaudible] and see how close you get, but that's a big thing. Does anyone have any
questions, comments about fitness levels?
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14:24
Did I hear you say sit-ups as well?
Clarke WA (Jacob Sundt) 14:33
Yes, that's what John, that's the list that John messaged me. It says write down everyone's current
push ups, sit ups, pull ups and plank times. And I realized that sit ups weren't part of the physical
fitness standard that John sent us. It's also missing the, the mile time. So I'm not sure [inaudible] track.
I'm not sure if they've updated it to disinclude the mile time and replaced it with sit-ups. I'm not really
informed on that. But that's the four that John wanted. A lot of the Network Directors have slightly
different variations for their networks. I know what they do in Missouri is slightly different than what they
do in Texas, etc. But some baseline, some baseline physical fitness requirements all across the org.
Yeah, yeah, absolutely. So yeah, I'll go ahead and copy that and send it, I'll send it in the PNW
Planning. So you guys can go ahead and check that out and see where you guys fall into line with the
minimum standard. The next points, activity for this week, a big thing, you know, we're an organization
and activism is our biggest thing. So making sure that, you know, at least once a week, you're getting
out there, you're going around putting up stickers or flyers, stickers or flyers, you can just take pictures
of the aftermath. You know, wherever you're putting them up, make sure that they're in a nice two
thirds rule and whatnot. And we have to follow in the photograph, the photography guides. If you're
going up and you're doing stencil work, which works just as fine, you know, that counts is your action
for the week, um. If you can, get a second guy out there to film you doing it so we can include it in our,
uh, action report. And it might even get into you know, uh, the videos we upload on BitChute and
wherever else. So, uh, that's the big thing, just making sure that you're getting out there and you're
doing your actions. Um, does ever, does everyone have anything planned for this upcoming week?
Alexander OR (Richard Flannery) 16:54
Oh, yes.
Clarke WA (Jacob Sundt) 16:55
[Inaudible] you're really excited about?
Alexander OR (Richard Flannery) 16:57
I have a few stenciling locations tomorrow that may or may not turn out okay. Depends on how it is.
But I have about, uh, 10, uh, posts worth of stuff coming out.
Clarke WA (Jacob Sundt) 17:11
Awesome. For us Washington guys, John wanted us to go ahead and find some banner locations. He
said he has a banner that has, what's it say? 'United We Stand' on it. He said that, Ethan, he wanted
you making some more if you haven't already. We don't need to do anything crazy. Just one or two
banners for the drop, then call it a day. We don't need to go all out like we did a couple of weeks ago
where we drove all over Puget Sound and dropped like six of them.
Ethan WA (Justin O'Leary) 17:57
Are you talking about making some smaller ones?
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Clarke WA (Jacob Sundt) 18:04
Yeah, just the normal banners that we drop off the bridges.
Ethan WA (Justin O'Leary) 18:11
You said 'United We Stand', are you talking about like the fun size 'United We Stand?' Or are you
talking about like a 15 footer?
Clarke WA (Jacob Sundt) 18:21
The way John described it in the message he sent to me, it made it sound like it was one full size 15
foot. I'm not sure where he would have gotten that from, but...
18:34
But he's not asking for that exact slogan on the new ones. Right? It could be anything.
Clarke WA (Jacob Sundt) 18:39
Oh, yeah, it can be anything, just anything we normally have, you know, our normal 'Reclaim America'
or normal, oh, shoot, 'America First' or whatever else. I mean, whatever you guys feel like doing, any
sort of organization-approved message that we have and can turn out. I mean, whatever, you guys
[inaudible], if you have a location in mind, and we have a, and we have some sort of organization
message that would really fit the location. Just, you know, keep that in mind. And see if we can make
the banner that would sort of fit the aesthetic with whatever we're trying to either, you know, obscure or
condemn.
Jack WA (Matthew Clement) 19:24
From the last action report, they dropped a banner that said 'deport them all'. I really liked that.
Clarke WA (Jacob Sundt) 19:31
Yeah, I saw that. I don't know. I've never seen that one drop before.
19:35
Yeah, they made it.
Clarke WA (Jacob Sundt) 19:36
I didn't think it was official. I thought that was previous gen. I am assuming it must be official again,
because otherwise I don't think we'll put it in the action report. But I don't know. I think if you're
concerned about, I'd just message, you know, either a Network Director or someone much more
important than myself because I really can't [inaudible].
Ethan WA (Justin O'Leary) 20:01
John said yesterday that, when we were walking to the parking lot, that it's not supposed to be in there,
and that Thomas I guess got pissed at the guy that edited that video and put it in there, because it
wasn't even supposed to be included in the action report that was released, so yeah.
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Alexander OR (Richard Flannery) 20:16
That's a previous gen promat. We're not supposed to be putting it up anymore, put up 'one nation
against invasion' instead. I think it's more poignant.
Jack WA (Matthew Clement) 20:29
I disagree. I love that one. I wish they'd bring it back.
Ethan WA (Justin O'Leary) 20:31
I, I do honestly. But you know, they don't want it up so.
20:36
Yeah, so I guess just keep, keep it current current gen and...
Ethan WA (Justin O'Leary) 20:40
I was just gonna crank out probably a few 'America First', just because they take half the material than
anything else? Unless you guys really want something else, speak now.
Clarke WA (Jacob Sundt) 20:50
No, I mean, that's a fair point. I mean, you know, using up less paint and just to conserve what supplies
we have so I think that's actually real smart if we just stick with that.
21:01
[Inaudible]
Clarke WA (Jacob Sundt) 21:05
Especially because that's sort of a very common phrase among the American right at the moment. So I
think that would really resonate with them. I think you know, 'Reclaim America' might, if someone's on
the fence that might, that might spook them a bit more than 'America First.'
Jack WA (Matthew Clement) 21:33
Sorry? [inaudible] I think it's good to spook them a little bit. 'Reclaim America', if that makes somebody
quaking in their booties, that's good. We want that.
Clarke WA (Jacob Sundt) 21:53
I was, I was more referring to people that are you know, pretty, that would be pretty right wing but are
kind of on the fence about what our organization would be representing and a message that, you know,
might resonate with them a bit more as a traditional, a bit more traditional quote unquote American
Conservative. Whereas something that they might see as a bit off-putting, but absolutely, no, putting
up banners that just, you know, makes the shitlibs frickin piss their pants, is absolutely a valid thing to
do. That's, that's honestly another, that's, that's a, that's another objective with the banners, you know,
there's multiple points, it's like putting up promat, you can put promat up in conservative areas and it'll
stay up longer and you might get a couple of people to join, but you could also put it up in, you know,
shitlib zones and they'll piss their pants about it on Twitter and that's, you know, gets the message out
there just as well.
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David WA 22:49
It's not that common it's, it's not that, it's like that it's too like, like offensive or that for like normies to like
get redpilled on and for us to join, like, we want them to get scared. It's, the problem with it is that it
looks too unprofessional, it's like, very, just, like, bare, dry, 'deport them all' doesn't really make, it
doesn't really look professional. That's what we're aiming for is professionalism.
23:19
Uh, we lost Frederick.
Clarke WA (Jacob Sundt) 23:28
Yeah. We have a really bad connection out here. If there's anything super important I'll DM, DM any
important, important details. Does anyone have any general questions or comments? Or concerns or
anything that's about, regarding, you know, anything at all? Could be this weekend's, what we were up
to, could be anything we're doing in the future.
Alexander OR (Richard Flannery) 24:07
None for me.
Ethan WA (Justin O'Leary) 24:10
You taking notes on the meeting?
24:14
Am I taking notes?
Ethan WA (Justin O'Leary) 24:16
Yeah.
24:18
Yeah.
Ethan WA (Justin O'Leary) 24:20
Okay.
Clarke WA (Jacob Sundt) 24:28
Okay, so, uh, that's about all we had to talk about. Uh, my lunch is about to end so, we can, you, I
mean, you guys can, uh, all hang out, you guys can, you know, talk amongst yourselves, but I gotta get
going. DM John [inaudible], uh. Just, uh, and, uh, before I clock on, I'll be sure to DM, or I won't DM
you. I'll post the physical fitness minimum standards to the PNW Planning. So that way you guys, uh,
know what you are, uh, shooting for. Uh, and then you can DM me your results, uh, and then I will go
ahead and compile those all and get them to John.
Ethan WA (Justin O'Leary) 25:14
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Are you gonna talk to him about the, uh, McDonald's spot being close, otherwise I can DM him that
because that is a pretty big issue to bring up.
Clarke WA (Jacob Sundt) 25:24
Oh yeah, I'll definitely talk to him about it again, um. I was, when we were planning this out before we,
you know, this was last week, he wanted to do the McDonald's spot and I thought it was a bit close but
he, uh, insisted that's where he normally parks and that's where he wanted to park this time. I'll
definitely mention it to him though, that, uh, it was a concern that, uh, other people had as well that we
were, uh, too close and, you know, kind of too in the city in my opinion there's, there's so many
buildings and businesses that you run the risk of a camera catching some of the cars.
Ethan WA (Justin O'Leary) 25:57
Yeah, cause it's not a long route to trace back, like on security cameras, if they were really motivated,
or, you know, it's not outside the realm of possibility, it's unlikely, but it's not outside the realm of
possibility that one day like, yeah, the fucking FBI field office get involved. And they definitely got the
manpower to track the fucking vehicle on security cameras like, 10 blocks or a mile or however far we
went.
Clarke WA (Jacob Sundt) 26:23
Uh, yeah, absolutely. That's a, that's a, that's an important concern. I'll definitely bring that up with John.
Alexander OR (Richard Flannery) 26:33
You have a good night, Clarke.
Clarke WA (Jacob Sundt) 26:35
Uh, thank you. Thank you guys as well. I'll talk to you guys all later.
Ethan WA (Justin O'Leary) 26:39
Yeah, have fun working.
Clarke WA (Jacob Sundt) 26:41
I won't. This is frickin bullshit. Let me out.
Ethan WA (Justin O'Leary) 26:48
It'll be a nice pay check.
Clarke WA (Jacob Sundt) 26:52
You know, you'd think it'd be a good paycheck but really isn't.
Alexander OR (Richard Flannery) 26:57
I know that feeling.
27:02
Go steal some office supplies for us...
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Jack WA (Matthew Clement) 27:04
What did you say about professionalism? I'm sorry, I must have missed part of that.
David WA 27:10
I'm sorry. What did you say Jack?
Jack WA (Matthew Clement) 27:14
I was asking David to go, what he said about the professionalism. I, I must have missed part of what he
said.
David WA 27:24
Let's see, let's, pretty easy for it to like, just like, like, something that like, you can, that's the slogan of
like, 'deport them all', something that is just like, very innate gut reflex. Somebody doesn't really, like,
feels that you didn't put a lot of effort into making that, it just feels like you just wrote what came to your
head. Like the first thought.
Jack WA (Matthew Clement) 27:48
I see. Okay.
David WA 27:50
Whereas one nation, 'one nation against invasion' is sort of, like, soft, like a sort of soft rhyme, makes it
feel like, like you've actually thought about this a lot more than, you're just some racist bigot who
doesn't like brown people and wants them all deported.
Alexander OR (Richard Flannery) 28:06
Well, it also really helps reinforce the fact that they're not native to here. Just saying 'deport them all'
can be pretty generalized, even towards other white, uh, white nations like, oh man, I really hate those
Irish guys coming in from Ireland, deport them all.
David WA 28:21
Nobody cares, nobody thinks that when they hear that slogan.
Alexander OR (Richard Flannery) 28:23
I know I know. But it, it's, it's, it's too general of a statement, stating that we're being invaded, the native
population is being replaced by these invaders, is, uh, I think, I think it's just a little more... One, it
sounds more professional but I just think it's more poignant than 'deport them all'. 'Deport them all' is a
good phrase, but, ah, I don't know.
Jack WA (Matthew Clement) 28:59
Alright, just wanted to get reiteration on that. I'm going to go, guys, I'm going to do those, uh, fitness
limitations. See you.
29:05
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Bye.
David WA 29:10
I'm going to take off too.
29:12
Have a good night, David.
29:14
Same, talk to you all later.
Ethan WA (Justin O'Leary) 29:18
Yeah [inaudible] plank or something and send something in.
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